
Barack  Obama  or  Hillary
Clinton a New President for
the Democrats?
So, another election year is upon us and guess what…  We’re
deciding  between  a  black  man  and  a  white  woman.   Either
decision will result in the potential for “something new” in
the Whitehouse.

But you have to ask yourself…  Are they really going to be any
different?   After  all,  WHAT  makes  these  candidates  so
different  from  the  past  presidents?   Well,  we’ve  already
established that…

RACE  &  GENDER
If you could choose two candidates that don’t fit the
“presidential mold” then a black man  and a woman are about as
different (in appearance) as you can get.  But at the core… 
Obama, a straight black man, and Clinton, a gay white woman,
think very much the same…  They both think “WHITE MAN”.

Remember, Obama is not black.  He is 50% black.  So, if 50%
black makes him black then 50% white makes him white.  So, if
you’re saying he is a “black man” running for president.  You
can use the exact same logic to say he is a “white man”
running for president.  In fact, Obama’s main influence
growing up was his WHITE mother.  He was raised in a white
household by a white parent.

Remember, Hillary is not a lady.  Sure, she is genetically a
female but she thinks male.  She has male drive, male goals,
and if you watch her on the stump — male emotion.  In fact,
rumors that Hillary Clinton is gay have been circulating long
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beofre her presidential campaign.  See here and here and here.

Obama, LOOKS black but thinks WHITE; looks MALE and
thinks MALE.

Clinton LOOKS white and thinks WHITE; looks FEMALE but
thinks MALE.

So they both think WHITE MALE even though neither of them have
that appearance.

The difference IS only skin deep.  So, as we try to pretend
that this is a new breakthrough in the Whitehouse and that
this is not just another election of a WHITE MALE we should be
ashamed of ourselves.  Yes, it is politics as usual in
Washington.

https://www.wallstreetfighter.com/2007/11/hillary-clintons-lesbian-affair-story.html
https://lesbianlife.about.com/od/otherfamouslesbians/a/HillaryClinton.htm
https://hillaryclintonquarterly.com/hillarygirlfriends.htm

